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128 halftone patterns for printing
gray-level images on a laser printer

MIGUEL A. GARCIA-PEREZ
Universidad Complutense, Madrid, Spain

This paper presents a set of 128 halftone patterns on an 8x8 block size. The patterns have
been designed to produce an acceptable gray-scale rendition when the halftone is seen from a
distance and, at the same time, to allow comparisons to be made among the intensity values of
individual pixels at a closer look. A Pascal program is also presented that produces halftones
on an HP Laserjet+ laser printer, and sample halftones are shown. Finally, a method is proposed
that prevents images digitized with a 4:3 aspect ratio from being distorted when halftones are
printed at the usual 1:1 aspect ratio.

Years ago, the display of continuous-tone images with
digital computers was a challenge that stimulated en
gineers' imaginations (see Knowlton & Harmon, 1972,
for some initial proposals). The problem that had to be
solved was that of producing a gray-scale rendition on
a bilevel display-a display whose cells or elements can
only be in one of two states, either lit or unlit. Presently,
a variety of graphic systems that can be easily interfaced
to digital computers allow a number of gray levels to be
directly displayed on a cathode-ray tube by varying the
intensity of each picture element (pixel). As many as eight
bits (one byte) are used by the smaller systems to store
and display information about every pixel, thus yielding
a range of 28 = 256 gray levels per pixel.

This technology has been extremely useful in the de
velopment of image-processing algorithms, making pos
sible the immediate visualization of output images. In all
research areas where image processing is used as a tool,
ranging from computer vision to the modeling of human
visual processing, images that are to be processed and
their corresponding outputs are rarely larger than
512 x 512 pixels. When the results of such research are
to be printed, the images on the face of the monitor are
not in a suitable format. The conventional approach to
having images printed is to take snapshots of the displayed
images. This process is somewhat expensive, and almost
anyone who has done it knows its drawbacks well: con
trast is affected in a way that is difficult to control during
the photographic process, the images appear distorted due
to the geometry of photographic lenses and to the non
planar contour of the monitor screen, and so forth.

An alternative to photographing the images on the mon
itor is to print them directly on a standard printer with
graphics capability. Although almost any printer meet-
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ing this requirement will serve, laser printers are prefer
able over dot-matrix printers because of their better print
resolution and their accuracy of positioning control. Also,
unlike dot-matrix printers, laser printers do not suffer
from ribbon wear. Nevertheless, laser printers are
presently bilevel devices and printing gray-level images
on them requires halftoning techniques. Halftoning has
been recently preferred over taking photographs by
several authors (e.g., Forstner, 1987, Figure 1; Germani,
Jetto, & Verdicchio, 1986, Figure 4; Zucker, 1986,
Figure I).

In general, halftones are produced by assigning either
a single display element or several to every pixel in the
digital image. In both cases, a halftoning algorithm con
trols whether each of the display elements will be black
or white at print time. The first method will not be con
sidered here since the conventional size of digital images
will result in very small halftones when printed at the con
ventionallaser printer resolution of 300 dots per in. (dpi).
(A useful algorithm of this kind, as well as references to
others, can be found in Anastassiou & Pennington, 1982.)
When the second method is used, the display elements
allocated to every pixel are usually arranged in a square
or rectangular shape which is called a halftone block.
Halftone blocks are used to define halftone patterns by
setting every element in the block to black or white differ
ently. Every pixel in the digital image is then mapped onto
the halftone pattern that corresponds to its gray level, and
patterns are printed instead of pixels to produce the
halftone image.

It has been suggested (Anastassiou& Pennington, 1982;
Newman & Sproull, 1981, p. 225) that if a block of n
elements is used, then n+1 gray levels can beproduced
that is, as many patterns as can begenerated by varying
the number of black elements from 0 to n. Chen, Mint
zer, and Pennington (1987), following this approach,
designed the patterns to achieve the largest compression
efficiency for transmission of halftone images. Contrary
to the belief that large blocks must be used if a wide range
of gray levels is needed, this paper describes a set of 128
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halftone patterns formed in 8x8 halftone blocks (i.e., with
n == 64). Someof these patterns have identical numbers
of blackand whiteelements, but their different arrange
ment within the block makes the perceiveddarkness of
eachpattern different. Simplistic considerations ordinarily
leadus to conclude that the objective reflectivity of a pat
terndepends solely on therelative areasof blackandwhite
elements in the block and, hence, that the number of
different gray levels that can be achieved is n+I.
However, suchreasoning is not valid whenhuman inspec
tionof halftones is concerned, sinceour visual systemhas
both spatial integration areas that do not match the
halftone-block size and functional properties of contrast
enhancement and assimilation (White, 1982) that make
perceived brightness different from objective intensity.

However, designing more than n+ I patterns was not
the maingoalof this development. In the modeling of hu
man spatialvision, filtering has been a commonmethod
of showing the consequences of visual processing. For
example,Ginsburg(1986) has reported results regarding
the Hermann illusion, which showed thatthe illusory spots
might be explained as a result of the band-pass filtering
performed by the human visual system. Hisargument was
that the gray spots actually appeared in the filtered im
age. Inspection of that image reveals this fact, but it is
not clear whether the spots are physically present in the
image or actually illusory, added by our visual system
whenwe lookat the filtered imagejust as is thecasewhen
inspecting the original, unfiltered image. To resolve the
question in favorof the formerinterpretation, he provided
a numerical printoutof the intensity valuesat every pixel
in the filtered image, thus showing that the intensity at
the intersection of streets was actually darker. The half
tone patternspresentedin this paper have been expressly
designed not only to give a perceptually pleasing gray
levelrendition whenseenfroma distance, but also to pro
vide at the same time objectiveclues to the relative im
age intensities at the pixels when closely looked at, and
thus eliminate the need to resort to printing pixel values
as Ginsburg (1986) was forced to do.

The halftone patterns and their underlying design
philosophy are described in the next section, wheresome
halftoneimagesare also shown. Then, a Pascalprogram
to producehalftones on an HP Laserjet+ laser printerus
ing these patterns is presented and its operation briefly
explained. Next, a procedure to cope withdifferences be
tween the aspect ratios of digitizersand laser printers is
presented, whichwill prevent printedhalftonesfrom be
ing distorted as compared with the gray-level images that
were processed to produce them.

Halftone Patterns
The 128 halftone patterns are shown (enlarged) in

Figure 1. From top to bottom (left to right within each
row), eachpatterncorresponds to a gray level in the dig
ital image from 0 (black) to 127 (white). Grid lines are
used to help see the block and element boundaries, but
they are not part of the patterns. Two main features of
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these patterns are important. First, sinceone of our goals
is to provideclues to the relative intensities of the pixels,
each printed pattern in the halftone must be kept as
separately from its neighbors as possible so that it can
be independently inspected and compared with them at
a close distance. Hence, patterns were created by start
ing from theall white blockand subsequently, with black
dots, filling in more and more elements near the center
of the block. Second,this general rule wasviolated from
time to time to produce a different arrangement of the
same number ofblackdots, so that its perceived bright
ness would result in an intermediate level between those
corresponding to patternsvaryingonly in the number of
blackdots. The particularset of patterns thatwere finally
chosen, as wellas the mapping of gray levels in the digi
tal imageonto them, was decided by judging the subjec
tive ramp-like appearance of a gradient image suchas that
shown in Figure 2. This approach is similar to that fol
lowed by designers of digital type when adapting exist
ingtypestyles to laserprinters for usewith personal com
puterdesktop publishing: to make letters looksmooth and
consistent, they often trick the eye by carefully adding
dots where they do not belong.

Figure 2 showsa 300 dpi printoutof a halftone of the
luminance gradient

m(i,j) == i, where i.j = 0, I, ... , 127.

As can be seen, the gradient rendering is perceptually
good. Figure 3 shows a Gabor function of the type that
is usually taken as a model of the receptive field of sim
ple cells in the visualcortex. This pictureshowsthat the
patterns in Figure I perform well at producing slowly
varying intensity changes. Figures 2 and 3 have bothbeen
producedon an HP Laserjet+ laser printer by means of
a simple program that is briefly described in the next
section.

Halftoning Program
To produce the halftone of a digital image with the pat

terns in Figure 1, one merely has to read the file where

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Figure 1. Halftone patterns. The (all black) pattern In the upper

left corner corresponds to Gray Level 0 and the (all wbite) pattern
in the lower right corner corresponds to Gray Level 127. The pat
terns are IU"I'lUIged !J() that the corresponding gray-level increases
left to right from the topmost to the bottommost row.
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Figure 2. Luminance gradient image showing the gray scale that
is produced with the halftone patterns in Figure l.

aligned in a column. To print a row, an ASCII character
must be sent to the printer, which is determined as fol
lows. The desired sequence of eight black or white dots
is translated into a sequence of eight Is or Os, with Is
standing for black dots and Os for white dots. This se
quence is then regarded as an eight-bit binary number with
the leftmost bit being the most significant. Finally, this
binary number is converted to its decimal equivalent,
which is the ASCII code of the character to be sent (see
Hewlett Packard, 1986, pp. 2-40 to 2-42).

This process is illustrated in Figure 4 for the 48th pat
tern in Figure I. This pattern is, then coded as a column
of eight decimal numbers (ASCII codes). Instead of cod
ing each pattern as needed during printing, it is more ef
ficient first to code all patterns by writing them to a file
and then to read the file at print time, storing codes in
an 8 x 128 array.

Appendix A shows a Pascal program that creates half
tones of 128x 128 images. After some initialization state
ments, the program performs the following steps:

Step I: read the image into an array.
Step 2: read the pattern codes into a second array.
Step 3: rescale the image values linearly to fit the range

from 0 to 127.
Step 4: initialize printer.
Step 5: for each row in the image array, from the top

most to the bottommost pattern code, send the ASCII
character corresponding to every pixel in that row.

The third step is useful for enhancing contrast in the
image and preventing 8-bit images from causing the pro
gram to search for a halftone pattern out of range. Pat
terns are not printed on a pixel by pixel basis in Step 5,
for the sake of efficiency and memory-use optimization.

Variations in Aspect Ratio
The images presented thus far have been digitally syn

thesized. In this process, the same scaling factors are
usually applied to both rows and columns, and the im
ages are said to be produced at a 1:I aspect ratio. This
aspect ratio matches perfectly with the Laserjet+ resolu
tion, which is equal both vertically and horizontally.
Nonetheless, frame grabbers used to digitize video sig
nals usually yield images with a 4:3 aspect ratio. This is
because the same numbers of samples are taken both ver
tically and horizontally, whereas video images are one

PATTERN BINARY DECIMAL

00001000 8
00111110 62
01111110 126
11111110 254
01111111 127
01111110 126
00111100 60
00010000 16

•••• ••••• •• •••• ••• ••••• ••••

Figure 3. Gabor function describing a simple cell's receptive field
model produced with the halftone patterns in Figure l.

the image is stored, and draw, in position, the pattern cor
responding to the gray level of each pixel in the image.
This simple process requires some steps in order for the
halftone to be printed. An initial step is to code the pat
terns so that the printer can print them easily. In the
graphics mode, the atom that the Laserjet+ prints is a row
of eight dots (either white or black). This means that each Figure 4. Coding of halftone patterns for efficient printing on an
pattern can be printed in eight consecutive rows vertically HP LaserjeH. See text for details.



and one third timesas wide as they are tall. Its onlycon
sequence is that images are not square-shaped whendis
played on a graphics system, as shown in Figure 5 (top)
for a 128x 128 image. If these images are halftoned at
a 1:1 aspect ratio, the result will be that the picture ap
pearsdistorted ascompared withits original counterpart,
as if it had beenvertically enlargedor horizontally com
pressedto leave it square-shaped (see Figure 5, center).

To handle this problem, the distorted halftone can be
postprocessed, applying a vertical minification or horizon
talmagnification process byderiving one-dimensional ver
sions of thetwo-dimensional algorithms described byHou
(1987). A simpleralternative is to counteract the distor
tionbefore halftoning, bydistorting the image to thesame
extent, but in a direction opposite to the changefromac
quisition to printing aspect ratio. A fast and easy wayof
doing this is to apply Burt's (1981) one-dimensional,
reduced, fractional, hierarchical discrete correlation
(HDC) withorder 4/3 to every column in the imagear
ray. The algorithm is described in detail in Appendix B,
and, when applied to a 128x 128 image, it produces a
96x128imagethat gets halftoned as shown in Figure 5
(bottom). The bottom image in Figure 5 appears some
whatmoreblurredthanthat in the centerfigure, because
the HDC is a form of low-pass filtering. This effect can
becounteracted by applying Laplacian edgeenhancement,
as described by Goertzel & Thompson (1987), to theout
put image from HDC.

Concluding Remarks
In the halftone patterns presented in this paper, high

spatial frequency rendition has been tradedoff for pixel
identifiability. In thisregard, vertical/horizontal alignment
of clusters of dots has been preferredover the diagonal
alignment that is morepleasing to our visual system; and
128patterns havebeendesigned to achieve an appropri
ate gray-scale rendition under these circumstances.

Otherhalftoning schemes exist, referred to earlier, that
rendermorepleasing results. The newfeature of the pat
terns presented in this paper is that they provide an ac
ceptable rendition of gray levels when the halftone is
viewed from a distance, while the relative intensities of
individual pixels can be judged from a closer view.

Halftones are easily produced with the program
presented here, and their perceived quality is muchbet
ter than that of halftones produced by several investiga
tors in image processing and visual modeling (Forstner,
1987; Germani et al., 1986; Zucker, 1986). Thisprogram
can be readily adapted to print halftones on a different
laser printer, and it is not restricted to printing as small
as 128 x 128images, provided that the printer to be used
has enough memory to store the resulting halftone.

Availability
The Pascal program and pattern-code files are avail

ablefrom theauthor through electronic mail upon request.
The author's address is W380@EMDUCMll(EARN).
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Figure 5. (Top) Image of a bicycle as displayed on the graphic
system with which it was digitized from a videosignal with 4:3 aspect
ratio. (Center) Halftone image produced with 1:1 aspect ratio. Note
distortions due to variations in aspect ratio. (Bottom) Halftone af
ter preprocessing the digital image so as to compensate for distor
tions produced by aspect ratio variations.
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APPENDIX A
Pascal Program to Produce Halftones

(* INITIALIZATION *)

type pat array [1.• 8,0 •• 127] of integer;
img array [0•• 127,0.• 127] of byte;
asc = text;

var i,j,n,minimurn,maximum,dist integer;
unit real;

begin

patterns
image
g

f

asc;
fi le of img;
pat;
img;

(* STEP 1 *)

assign (image,'image.128');
reset (i mage);
read (image,f);
close (image);

(* STEP 2 *)

assign (patterns,'halftone.pat');
reset (patterns);
for i:=O to 127 do readln (patterns,g[1,i],g[2,i],g[3,i],g[4,i],

9 [5, iJ , 9 [6, iJ , g [7, i] , g [8, i] );

close (patterns);
(* STEP 3 *)

minimum:=f[O,O];
maximum:=f[O,O];
for i:=O to 127 do

for j:=O to 127 do
begin

if f[i,j]>maximum then maximum:=f[i,j];
if f[i,j]<minimum then minimum:=f[i,j];

end;
dist:= maximum-minimum;
unit:=distI127;
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

for i:=O to 127 do
for j:=O to 127 do f[i,j]:=round«f[i,j]-minimum)/unit);

(* STEP 4 *)
write (lst,chr(27),'E');
write (lst,chr(27),'*t300R');
write (lst,chr(27),'*p300x300Y');
write (lst,chr(27),'*r1A');

(* STEP 5 *)

(* RESET PRINTER *)
(* SET 300 DPI RESOLUTION *)

. (* SET PRINT ORIGIN *)
(* START RASTER GRAPHICS *)

(* 128 BYTES ARE TO BE SENT *)
(* FOR ALL COLUMNS IN THE IMAGE *)

(* FOR EACH ROW IN THE IMAGE *)
(* FROM THE UPMOST TO THE BOTTOMMOST PATTERN CODE *)

for i:=O to 127 do
for n:=1 to 8 do

begin
write (lst,chr(27),'*b128W');
for j:=O to 127 do write (lst,chr(g[n,f[i,j]]»;

end;
(* END OF STEP 5 *)

write (lst,chr(27),'*rB');
write (lst,chr(27),'E');

end,

(* END RASTER GRAPHICS *)
(* RESET PRINTER AND EJECT PAGE *)

APPENDIX B
Algorithm for Fractional HDC with Order r = 4/3

Fractional HOC has been discussed by Burt (1981) and ex
emplified for order r = 3/2 in that paper. There is no general
form of the algorithm, and each fractional order requires par
ticular consideration. The algorithm for one-dimensional HOC
with fractional order r = kdk« = 4/3 is presented next. The
derivation assumes that the number of input samples n is a mul
tiple of k-, For general background on HOC, the reader is
referred to Burt (1981) and Garcia-Perez (1988).

In its reduced form, fractional HOC produces k, output sam
ples for every k, sample in the input sequence. When r = 4/3,
there are 96 output pixels for a 128-pixel input sequence. The
resulting sequence is a low-pass filtered version of the original,
since the value at each output sample is computed as a weighted
average of the input samples in its immediate neighborhood. To
specify the algorithm completely, it is necessary to make a choice
as to the extent of this neighborhood. It is also necessary to de-

cide how the output sequence will be located relative to the in
put sequence, since it determines which of (and to what extent)
the input samples contribute to each output sample. These two
choices are related to each other, as will be seen.

Let us assume that the input samples,j(i) [i = 0, ... , n - I],
are located at integer spatial positionsx,(i), from 0 to n-I. Then,
the output samples, g(j) [j = 0, ...• nlr-I], will be located
at spatial positionsx,(j), such thatx,(j) = jr + (r-I)/2. This
choice yields x,(O) = (r-I)/2 instead of x,(O) = 1/2 as Burt
(1981, p. 33) suggested. It makes the output sequence perfectly
centered with regard to the input sequence, as shown by the
bullets in Figure Al for the r we are concerned with.

Depending on the particular fractional order, some output sam
ples may wind up located at integer spatial positions (Type I
samples, being exactly at the same location as a given input sam
ple), while some others may occur at half-integer spatial posi
tions (Type II samples, being exactly midway between the lo
cation of two consecutive input samples) or somewhere else

!(i)

Spatial position

o 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11.' - , ... ' , , , '.- - , , '.' , , , '.' , , , '.' , , , '.' , , , '.' , , , '.' , " '.' , , , -.' , , , '.

g(j)
'.'"", '.'" - - - '.' - -", -.- _. -, - '.'"", '.'"", '.'"", -.,."., '.'
Wo WI W 2 Wo WI W 2 Wo WI W2

Figure AI. Fractional HOC with order r = 4/3, Bullets represent sample points (at their spatial locations) for both the input
(upper) and output (lower)sequences, The three generating kernels are shown as patterns of arrows connecting four input sam
ples to the output samples that are to receive the result of their weighted average, A label below each output sample indicates
which generating kernel is usedto determine the output value at that location, The labels for each arrow indicate the contribu
tion (weight) of input samples to output samples for each kernel.
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(Type III samples, being between the locations of two consecu
tive input samples but closer to one ofthem). Figure Al shows
that only Type II and Type III samples occur when r = 4/3.
In all cases, we let the width of the weighting function or gener
ating kernel be four (i.e., four input pixels contribute to each
output value). However, note in Figure Al that several gener
ating kernels will be needed, since the distance relationships of
output pixels to input pixels vary. In fact, there are k2 sudh dis
tance relationships, and k2 generating kernels, w,(x)[t = 0,
... , k2 -I], are actually needed. Nonetheless, within each block
of k, pixels, the positioning of output samples with regard to
input samples is such that there are (k2 -1)12 pairs (for odd k2 )

of output pixels whose distance relationships to input samples
are the same, but in the opposite direction. Hence, the generat
ing kernel to be applied to one of the pixels in this pair is the
mirror reflection of that applied to the other. In this case, then,
we need three generating kernels, each of which is applied to
compute the value at a single output pixel within each block of
size k2 • The particular kernel that is used at each output sample
is shown in Figure AI under the corresponding pixel. The al
gorithm for this fractional HDC is as follows:

for j = 0 to n/r-3, step 3,

2

g(j) = E wo(i-1/6)f(i+rj);
i=-1

for j = I to n/r-2, step 3,

2

g(j) = E w.(i-1/2)f(Hrj-1/3);
i=-1

for j = 2 to n/r-I, step 3,

2

g(j) = E w2(i-5/6)f(Hrj-2/3).
i=-1

The arrows in Figure Al exemplify these three forms of

weighted averaging. Any of the boundary conditions described
in Garcia-Perez (1988) can, among others, be applied to com
pute the value at the border pixels in the output sequence.

Once the output samples are positioned and the width of the
generating kernels is determined, the only thing that remains
is to decide which weights to use. There is not much room for
choice, since the generating kernels are subjected to several con
straints that determine all their weights save one (given the width
we have chosen). For Type I samples (which do not exist when
r = 4/3), we apply the constraints pertaining to odd HOC gener
ating kernels (see Burt, 1981, p. 23; see also Garcia-Perez, 1988,
for a slight modification of these constraints). For Type II sam
ples, we apply the constraints on even HDC generating kernels
(Burt, 1981, p. 28; or Garcia-Perez, 1988). Finally, for Type III
kernels we apply the constraints that are specific to fractional
HDC (Burt, 1981, p. 34). For order r = 4/3, this implies that

wo(-7/6) = w2(7/6) = ao = 165/354-35bo/59,

wo(-1/6) = w2(1I6) = bs, with 77/216 ::s bo ::s 35/66,

wo(5/6) = w2(-5/6) = Co = 154/354-13bo/59,

wo(l1l6) = w2(-ll/6) = do = 35/354-11bo/59,

w.( -112) = w.(lI2) = a. = 511236+24bo/59,

w.( -3/2) = wl(3/2) = be = 67/236-24bo/59.

Letting b« = 0.39 makes the kernels approximately Gaussian
in shape. Each arrow in Figure Al is labelled with the name
given to its weight in the above expressions.

Note that, in Figure AI, the interpixel distance increases from
input to output. However, insofar as the sequencesf(i) and g(j)
are regarded as arrays, location information is lost, and, in fact,
g is a compressed version off, since it represents the same pic
ture with three fourths the pixels.

(Manuscript received September 9, 1988;
accepted for publication November 30, 1988.)


